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The Conference on Community Writing 
Engaging Networks and Ecologies 
Boulder, Colorado 
18- 21 October 2017 
 
	
THE WRITING INITIATIVE FOR SERVICE AND ENGAGEMENT 
at the University of Colorado Boulder 
 
Through the PWR’s Writing Initiative for Service and Engagement (WISE), founded in 2008, the 
Program for Writing and Rhetoric has integrated community-engaged practice throughout its lower- and 
upper-division writing courses. Students in WISE course sections research and produce written, spoken, 
digital, and/or multimedia projects about, with, and for university, government, for-profit, and non-
profit agencies that work with pressing social issues such as literacy, poverty, food security, and 
environmental justice.  
 
Courses combine traditional academic research and readings with community-based work to enrich the 
educational experience and encourage students to understand real world applications of rhetorical 
situations and theories. More than 30 Program for Writing and Rhetoric faculty teach community-
engaged courses each year. 
 
Find more information on WISE at http://www.colorado.edu/pwr/service_learning.html, or contact the 
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Wednesday, October 18 
Highlander Center Pre-Conference Workshop     Kitteridge Building, Multipurpose Rms C & D 
(10:00am-4:00pm) 
 
Full Conference Meet-and-Greet; Registration Opens           Millenium Hotel Bar 
(5:00pm-9:00pm) 
 
Thursday, October 19 
Registration	(7:00am-5:00pm)																																																																																												 							Aspen 289 
 
Coffee	(7:00am)		
This coffee break is sponsored in part by CU Engage, the CU Women’s    Ballroom Foyer 
and Gender Studies Department, and the CU Ethnic Studies Department.	
 
Welcome (8:00-8:15)																																																																																																													Center Ballroom 
John-Michael Rivera, Director, Program for Writing and Rhetoric 
David Meens, Director, Office of Outreach and Engagement 
 
Chair’s Address	(8:15-8:30)																																																																																																	Center Ballroom 
Veronica House: “Community Writing In and As an Ecology” 
 
DeepThink Tank and Workshops		(8:45-10:45)	
6 concurrent sessions	
 
Session A Concurrent Panels	(11:00-12:15)	
10 concurrent panels 
 
Lunch and Keynote Address with Q&A	(12:15-1:45)						 																														Glenn Miller Ballroom 
Keynote: Elaine Richardson (The Ohio State University) 
“Our Literacies Matter: Reading and Writing the World Through the Lives of Black Women and Girls” 
  
Deep Think Tanks	(2:00-4:00)	
6 concurrent sessions 
 
Networking Happy Hour	(4:00-5:15)		 	 	 	 	 																	East Ballroom  
(open for registered conference attendees only) 
 
Performance	(5:30-6:30; Q&A following performance)									 																Glenn Miller Ballroom	
“The Prison Story Project: On the Row,” with discussion facilitated by David Jolliffe 
3	
	
Friday, October 20 
Contemplative Practice	(8:00-8:30)                         UMC 457	
Facilitated by Paula Mathieu and Stephanie Briggs      
 
Coffee	(7:45-8:45)                     Ballroom Foyer	
This coffee break is sponsored in part by the University of Wyoming English Department. 
 
Session B Concurrent Panels	(8:45-10:00)	
10 concurrent panels 
 
Session C Concurrent Panels	(10:15-11:30)	
10 concurrent panels	
 
Lunch on your own	(11:30-1:00) 
 
Session D Concurrent Panels	(1:00-2:15)	
10 concurrent panels 
 
Workshops and DeepThink Tanks	(2:30-4:30) 
 
Networking Coffee and Snack Break	(4:30-5:00)                 East Ballroom	
 
Performance	(5:15-6:15; Doors at 5:00)     Glenn Miller Ballroom	
Elaine Richardson’s one-woman show, “PHD to Ph.D.: How Education Saved My Life”  
 
Introduction of 3 partners: YWCA’s “Reading to End Racism,” Attention Homes, and Safehouse 
Progressive Alliance for Nonviolence (SPAN) 
 
 
Saturday, October 21 
Coffee	(8:00-8:30)                    Ballroom Foyer	
This coffee break is sponsored by the Colorado State University English Department. 
 
Session E Concurrent Panels		(8:30-9:45)	
10 concurrent panels 
 
Session F Concurrent Panels		(10:00-11:15)	
10 concurrent panels 
 
Awards Lunch and Keynote Address		(11:15-12:45)           Glenn Miller Ballroom	
Keynote Address: Ellen Cushman (Northeastern University) 




Award for Outstanding College/Community Project in Community Writing  (presented by Allen  
Brizee) 
Award for Outstanding Book in Community Writing  (presented by Beverly Moss) 
Award for Distinguished Engaged Scholar in Community Writing  (presented by Eli Goldblatt) 
 
Session G Concurrent Panels	(1:00-2:15)	
10 concurrent panels 
 
Session H Concurrent Panels		(2:30-3:45)	
10 concurrent panels 
 
Coffee and Snack Break	(3:45-4:00)     Glenn Miller Ballroom 
 
Full Conference Reflective Discussion and Action Steps  
through IMPROV PERFORMANCE	(4:00-5:30)               Glenn Miller Ballroom	



















Dr. Elaine Richardson (Professor of Literacy Studies, The Ohio State 
University) 
 
“Our Literacies Matter: Reading and Writing the World Through 






























































































(Associate Dean of Academic Affairs, Diversity and 
Inclusion, Northeastern University)  
 













































Workshops  – Thursday 
 
 
W1 Mental Modeler: A Fuzzy Cognitive Mapping (FCM) Software Tool for Collecting  
and Standardizing Community Knowledge for Decision-Making	
 

















































W2 Cultivating Community College-University Relations across Writing Ecologies 
 
Christie Toth (University of Utah) 
Andrea Malouf (Salt Lake Community College; former director of Community Writing Center) 
Jennifer Courtney (Salt Lake Community College) 
Cassie Goff (University of Utah graduate) 
Nathan Lacy (Transfer Student Co-Researcher) 
Sandra Salazar-Hernandez (Transfer Student Co-Researcher) 
Westin Porter (University of Utah graduate) 
Claudia Sauz (Transfer Student Co-Researcher) 














W3 Developing Networks through Writing Centers and Writing Across the Curriculum 
 
Allen Brizee (Loyola University Maryland) 
 Tom Deans (University of Connecticut)   

























W4 Place-Based Literacy Education in Rural Communities: Re-envisioning and  
Re-inventing Connections to Communities of Practice 
 
Cynthia Miecznikowski (University of North Carolina at Pembroke) 


































W5 From Syracuse to Syria: Grant Writing as Tool to Grow Community Projects 
 














W6 Contemplative Practices for Community Work 
 
Stephanie Briggs (Community College of Baltimore County) 










Workshops – Friday 
 
 
W7 Leading Public Creative Writing Workshops for Social Justice 
 
Rose Gorman (NY Writers Coalition / The Tuxedo Project, Marygrove College) 
















Editors’ Roundtable and Breakout Discussions 
 
Katie Comer and Kelly Bradbury (Harlot) 
Paul Feigenbaum and John Warnock (Community Literacy Journal) 
Laurie Gries (enculturation) 
Tara Lockhart and Juli Parrish (Literacy in Composition Studies) 
Deborah Mutnick and Laurie Grobman (Reflections) 
Steve Parks (Studies in Writing and Rhetoric, NCTE) 







W8 Blues You Can Use: Protest Songwriting Workshop 
 















W9  Microaffiliation: Countering Microaggressions Across Campus and Community Spaces	 
 
Rasha Diab (The University of Texas at Austin) 

















































W10 Exploring, Curating, and Creating: Using Digital Rhetorical Tools for Archival Work 
 
Tarez Samra Graban (Florida State University) 
Michael Neal (Florida State University) 














Workshop – Saturday 
  
W11 What Is To Be Done?’: A Writing Democracy Workshop 
 
Shannon Carter (Texas A&M-Commerce) 
John Duffy (Notre Dame University) 
Carmen Kynard (John Jay College of Criminal Justice) 

























































DTT1: Race, Systemic Racism, Critical Literacies (Two-Day Event) 
  
Steven Alvarez (University of Kentucky) 
April Baker-Bell (Michigan State University) 
Carmen Kynard (John Jay College of Criminal Justice) 
Eric Darnell Pritchard (University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign) 
  
This is a teach-in/ work-in session in which our intention is to move beyond another one day 
gathering to simply discuss racism, antiracism, and the individual and collective work of all 
present. Together, we will frame our research/ pedagogy/ community work with 
intersectionality as “method, disposition, heuristic, and analytic tool” that challenges 
neoliberalist notions of diversity, equity, and inclusivity. We will keep our activist focus on 
racism and white settler colonialism as constituted by and constitutive of xenophobia, sexism, 
misogyny, transphobia, and homophobia as deep structures and western logics rather than 
unfortunate, historical events or individual acts of meanness, violence, or injustice. Critical 
literacies and community-based literacy and language work is not just uniquely situated to do 
this work, but that they bear a clear accountability to activate anti-racism and intersectionality 
in the face of the deep structures and western logics that annihilate people’s present and future. 
It is this responsibility that underscores the real urgency of making anti-racism and disruptions 
of white settler colonial logics through intersectional analysis the center of the work of teachers, 
literacy and language activists, and administrators that deals with the racial realities in our 
everyday and not the postracial fantasies and anti-racist futures that let us off the hook for 
doing something about racism and white settler colonialism right now. 
To guide our shared work for the two-day workshop we respectfully require that everyone 
attending this workshop participate in both days. We also respectfully require that all attendees 
will read the texts we have selected to inform and shape our conversation. Finally, in the spirit 
of a “teach-in and work-in” we respectfully require that all attendees will commit to 
participating in the work of the session not just within the time we will gather at the Conference 
on Community Writing, but in working groups that will be built around four strands – 
pedagogy, institutional, research, and discipline/field – that will first organize themselves in the 
DeepThink Tank at CCW and begin co-creating projects that will do the work to address anti-












DTT2: Circulation and Ecologies 
  
Laurie Gries (University of Colorado Boulder) 
Jenny Rice (University of Kentucky) 
Nathaniel Rivers (Saint Louis University) 
Kristen Seas Trader (University of Wisconsin-Whitewater) 
Michele Simmons (Miami University) 
John Tinnell (University of Colorado Denver) 
  
The Circulation and Ecologies DeepThink Tank will explore how circulation–the flow of 
discourse, ideas, affects, bodies, and artifacts–assembles, organizes, and galvanizes community 
action on local and national scales. This session will begin with a panel discussion in which 6 
leading scholars in circulation studies share their own scholarly and/or pedagogical experiences 
with circulation theory, identifying key concepts that are important for community writing such 
as publics, affect, assemblage, contagion, and agency. To help gain a sense of how discourse 
circulates and activates community, participants will then break into groups and work through 
an activity to help discover for themselves how circulation and community become entangled. 
The goal of the activity is to model how to recognize and engage circulation as part of 
community building. After debriefing on this activity, think tank leaders will guide participants 
through a brainstorming activity in which participants will develop fresh ideas for bringing 
circulation to the forefront of our studies, pedagogies, and/or community actions. 
 
Through these activities, participants can expect to think through the following questions: 
• How does circulation constitute community in complex and diverse ways? 
• How can rhetorical engagement and success be redefined from the ecological perspective 
of circulation? 
• How does one catalyze, alter, or block circulation for the betterment of community? 
• What makes circulating elements accelerate and decelerate within a community ecology? 


















DTT3: Feminisms, Activism, and Community Writing  
  
Jenn Fishman (Chair Marquette University) 
Heather Branstetter (Executive Director, Historic Wallace Preservation Society) 
Erin Krampetz (Board Member, Watson University and Amani Institute) 
Sagashus T. Levingston (Founder of Infamous Mothers) 
Tessa Zimmerman (Founder of ASSET Education) 
  
In some ways, calling this session a “deepthink tank” is a misnomer. The feminist educator 
writer scholar community leaders who compose this group are dedicated to activist praxes of 
divers kinds. Our session is a standing invitation to everyone at the Conference on Community 
Writing to help build resources that can increase our collective capacity for feminist 
action with and through writing in the communities to which we belong. 
 
We will use our time to do the following: 
• Name present exigencies for feminist activism within and across the places we dwell; 
• Identify ways we can triangulate feminisms, activism, and community writing to meet 
pressing needs; 
• Create artifacts that capture our conversations and represent the resources we can continue 
to offer each other. 
 
After preliminary discussion, we will work collaboratively to make things such as declarations 
of purpose, concept maps of praxes, manifestos of best practice, and protocols for documenting 






















DTT4: Environmental / Food Justice and Communication 
  
Kathryn Burleson (Conscious Alliance, Boulder, CO) 
Laurie Grobman (Penn State University-Berks) 
Justin Levy (Conscious Alliance, Boulder, CO) 
Donnie Sackey (Wayne State University) 
Stephanie Wade (Bates College) 
  
The Environmental/Food Justice and Communication DeepThink Tank will use the concept of 
reciprocity as an organizing principle to create a dialogue that will allow participants to refine 
their understanding of the various partners that comprise community projects: nonprofit 
organizations, academic institutions, community groups, people, and the material landscapes–
including the plant and animal inhabitants–in which these projects take place. The dialogue 
intends to support the development of an array of environmental justice and food justice 
community and research projects that are more deeply rooted in reciprocity by providing a 
space for participants to learn about a range of models, to share their ideas, and to build 
resources in the form of a journal article and working bibliography. Participants new to 
environmental and food justice will leave with ideas for their own ways to develop reciprocal 
projects that involve community-based research, and participants already involved in this work 
will leave with deeper understandings of reciprocity in their projects and research. Four of our 
opening questions will be: To what extent and how are community-based research and 
scholarship projects reciprocal? How do we attempt to develop reciprocity? What barriers do 
we face? How do we work to address these barriers? Discussion leaders will address these 
questions in relationship to their own projects, which include trail restoration, cross-cultural 
communication, and community-building; hunger relief and the arts; environmental health, 
policy, and communication; and writing projects in public school gardens.  After discussion 
leaders describe their projects, participants will be invited to share their work. 
 
Depending on the number and interests of the participants, we will create break-out groups to 
focus on topics such as environmental clean-ups, partnerships with schools and community 
organizations, trail restoration, homelessness, food justice, public participation in science, and 
environmental health. Each group will address the following: 
 
• What are academics doing for research and does this research contribute to nonprofits’ 
mission? What kind of research by academics would help nonprofits move further in their 
organizations and projects? 
• How are nonprofits contributing to research? What kinds of research do nonprofit 
partners do? Does it inform how academics engage these projects? 
• Are there ways nonprofits see academic research moving from academic journals to their 
worlds? 
• Are there ways academics can provide space for and invite the voice of nonprofits into 
their journals/conferences? 
• How does seeing the reciprocal nature of research relate to our work as academics and to 




• Whose responsibility is it to “translate” or code switch the work? 
• Whose responsibility is it to initiate questions for research or the process of even 
developing questions? 
•  
To document our exploration of our primary questions, to continue the dialogue beyond the 
Think Tank, and to create resources, we will conclude with a work session devoted to 
brainstorming ideas and organizing next steps for co-writing a public bibliography and an 
article or special issue for the Community Literacy Journal, perhaps based on the presenters’ talks 

































Digital Poster Displays 
(Displays showing all day in Aspen Room 285) 
  
Thursday  
Displays run all day. Q & A (4:45 – 5:00)       285 
Deborah Romero, Emily Anderson, Amy Rodearmel, Yael Schechter, Shanda Torres, University of 
Northern Colorado, “Rewriting the Word and the World:  Preservice Teachers Engaging in Multiliteracies for 
Student Empowerment” 
 
Matthew Hurwitz, University of Massachusetts, “Lowell: Service-Learning and First-Year Composition: 
Writing Towards a University-Community Ecology” 
 
Erin Kunz, Mayville State University, “Writing Instructor as Travel Guide” 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Margaret Williams, Western Carolina University, “Let’s Talk About Chalk: The Search for Useful Knowledge 




Displays run all day. Q & A (4:30 -4:45)  285 
 
Nancy Bartley, University of Washington, “Raising the Dead: Hanging Your Story on the Skeleton of History” 
Andrea Paolini, University of Pittsburgh, “Aiming High and Plugging In: Engaging Global Girls in Blogging” 
Nicole Turnipseed, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, “Writing the Self, Righting Our World: Holistic 
Literate Development and the Sustenance of Social Worlds” 
Jill Darling, University of Michigan Dearborn, “Public Writing and Social Justice Activism: Claudia Rankine 
and Ta-Nehisi Coates” 
 
Saturday  
Displays run all day. Q & A (3:45-4:00)              285 
Andrew Golden, Florida International University, “The Digital Collage: Protest Art for the Activist Student” 
Heather Martin, University of Denver, and Paul Sherman, University of Denver, “Students as Community 
Partners and Community Engagement Advocates” 
Rik Hunter, University of Tennessee at Chattanooga, “Encouraging Public Subjects of Rhetorical Inquiry and 
Action Through On-Campus Community Writing” 






























Jason Luther. Mobile Self-Publishing Centers: Using Zines in Your Community 




Don Unger. Writing Networks for Social Justice: Making Zines as Scholarship in Writing, Rhetoric, and Literacy 
Studies.	
11am-12noon	
Jen England, Lesley Graybeal, and Kristen Spickard. Zines as Activism, Zines as Reflection	
11:30am-12:30pm	
Adam Hubrig and Tina Le. Guerilla Poetry: Democratic Discourse in Action	
12noon-1pm 
Sarah Massey-Warren. Walking and Place-making 
Sarah Moon. Street theater: Embodying a Message 
1pm-2pm	
Kelli Gill. Food Constellations: A Collective Tapestry of Community and Connection 
Glenn Hutchison. Petitions, Op-Eds, and Letters: Responding to Anti-Immigrant Policies 
	
Saturday, October 21 
9am-10am	





Eric Shoemaker. Zine as Poetic Justice 
Sean McCarthy. Wallet Challenge 
11am-12noon	
Sarah Stanley and Karissa Paschall.  Creating Constellations: Maps, Networks, and Community Composing 
Laurie Cella. Making Poetry Together 
1pm-2pm 

































Highlander Center Pre-Conference Workshop	(10:00am-4:00pm)  
Kitteridge Hall Multipurpose Rooms C&D (registration is required)	
	
Join Highlander Center for a dive into popular education, organizing, movement history, and 
current challenges and opportunities in this workshop. Highlander Center is a popular 
education center in Tennessee that has been a pivotal gathering place for labor, civil rights, 
environmental justice, education, immigrant rights, and youth organizing throughout its 85 
year history. Started in 1932, in the depths of the Depression in rural Grundy County, 
Highlander has focused its work in the Southern and Appalachian United States, supporting 
leaders and groups to come together, share ideas and strategies at the center and return back to 
their communities to better organize to change their situation. Join Susan Williams and 
Esmeralda Baltazar from the Highlander Center Education Team for a participatory workshop 
exploring Highlander’s history and methodologies. Participants will explore historical 
movements and share more about current organizing efforts in these challenging times for our 
education institutions, communities, and society. 
Full-Conference Meet-and-Greet; registration opens	(5:00pm-9:00pm) 
Millennium Hotel Bar 















Registration	(7:00am-5:00pm)                                                                               Aspen Room 289	
	
Coffee (7:00am)                    Ballroom Foyer	
This coffee break is sponsored in part by CU Engage, the CU Women’s and Gender Studies Department, 
and the CU Ethnic Studies Department.	
	
Welcome (8:00-8:15)																																																																																																Glenn Miller Ballroom    
John-Michael Rivera, Director, Program for Writing and Rhetoric 
David Meens, Director, CU Office of Outreach and Engagement 
	
Chair’s Address	(8:15-8:30)						 	 	 	 	 	 Glenn Miller Ballroom    





Session A Concurrent Panels (11:00-12:15)	
10 concurrent panels	
	
Lunch and Keynote Address with Q&A (12:15-1:45)																						 	 Glenn Miller Ballroom    
Introduction by Andrea Feldman and Tracy Ferrell, Program for Writing and Rhetoric 





Networking Happy Hour+	(4:00-5:15)																																																																															East Ballroom 	
Appetizers provided.  Cash bar. 
(open only to paid registrants) 
 
Performance																																																																																																																	Glenn Miller Ballroom	
(Doors at 5:00; Performance at 5:30-6:30; Q&A following the performance)                                                                                   










DTT1  DEEPTHINK TANK: Anti-Racism, Intersectionality, and Critical 
Literacies: A Teach-In and Work-In   












W1      WORKSHOP: Mental Modeler: A Fuzzy Cognitive Mapping (FCM) Software Tool 






 W2     WORKSHOP: Cultivating Community College- University 
































W3   WORKSHOP: Developing Networks through Writing 











W4     WORKSHOP : Place-Based Literacy Education in Rural Communities: Re-









W5   WORKSHOP: From Syracuse to Syria:  













Session A Concurrent Panels (11:00 – 12:15)  
 
A1.  ROUNDTABLE: Writing Democracy: The Post-Trump Story Circle 















































A4.  College Readiness and Transitions 
 




































































A9.  Facing Change: A Collaborative Writing Model for Networking and Engaging 


















































LUNCH AND KEYNOTE ADDRESS: ELAINE RICHARDSON 
 
“Our Literacies Matter: Reading and Writing the World Through the Lives of Black 
Women and Girls” 
(12:15-1:45, Glenn Miller Ballroom) 
 
This work grows out of an Afterschool Club, which I 
founded and directed, for Black girls at a predominantly 
Black middle school in Columbus, Ohio for five years, which 
focused upon a social literacies approach to critical 
transformative literacy development centered in the lives, 
literacies and rhetorical history of Black girls and women in 
the United States. This work seeks to engender literacy 
education for Black girls and women, through what might 
be called a Hiphop Feminist literacies approach. In my view, 
this is a necessary and important endeavor, inviting us to 
invest in girls’ literacies for brave new worlds of critical 
collective consciousness and movement for social justice, as 
opposed to schooling them to literacy for compliance with larger systems of patriarchal 
domination, social stratification, and individualism.  I strive to center the girls’ stories, 
incorporating voices of their mothers, women in our communities, my own story, and 
the voices of scholars, to illuminate our aspirations, build problem solving skills, 
promote strong knowledge of self, and equip us with strategies to avoid raced and 
gendered societal pitfalls. I argue that these issues are central to a meaningful and 
empowered education while they are generally marginalized in today’s classrooms 
across the country.  The club provided space to examine what it is that girls (and 
women–myself included) learn about themselves and the world through interacting 
with and producing and or analyzing African American cultural arts, digital texts, news 
media, documentaries, music videos, viral videos, short literature pieces focused upon 
contemporary and historic Black women and girls, using this material to support our 
critical reading, thinking, and composing for social change by addressing social ills such 
as sexism, racism, social inequality, through various forms of creative expression. This 
work took up the most progressive ideas from community activists, culturally relevant 
educators, scholar activists, and critical teaching artists, who intermingle popular 
culture and the struggle for Black Lives for critical literacy education, community and 
coalition building, and social action.



























































Networking Happy Hour	(4:00-5:15)                                         East Ballroom  
(Appetizers will be provided.  Cash bar.   









PERFORMANCE AND DISCUSSION (5:30pm-6:45pm; Doors at 5:00)                



















THE PRISON STORY PROJECT: ON THE ROW is a production of the Northwest 
Arkansas Prison Story Project, which since 2011 has been sending teams of writers into 
prisons, leading writing workshops with the inmates, and then developing readers’ 
theatre scripts that are performed by professional actors both for the inmates who write 
the material and for public audiences. In the summer of 2016, the Prison Story Project 
undertook its most challenging initiative: eight inmates housed on Arkansas’ Death 
Row met with Prison Story Project workshop leaders one Saturday a month from May 
through September to read and discuss imaginative literature and write in response to 
issues, themes, and problems raised by it. ON THE ROW, the 70-minute script 
generated by the initiative, was performed on Death Row for the writers and 
subsequently presented to large, enthusiastic public audiences in the weeks and months 
following the initial performance.  
 
This event is generously sponsored by the Brown Chair in English Literacy at the 










Contemplative Practice	(8:00-8:30)                                     UMC 457 
Facilitated by Paula Mathieu and Stephanie Briggs                                 
 
Coffee (7:45-8:45)                     Ballroom Foyer	
This break is sponsored in part by the University of Wyoming English Department. 
	
Session B Concurrent Panels	(8:45-10:00)	
10 concurrent panels	
	
Session C Concurrent Panels	(10:15-11:30)	
10 concurrent panels	
	
Lunch on your own (11:30-1:00)	
	
Session D Concurrent Panels	(1:00-2:15)	
10 concurrent panels	
	
Workshops and DeepThink Tanks	(2:30-4:30)	
	
Networking Coffee and Snack Break	(4:30-5:00)                   East Ballroom	
	
Performance (5:15-6:30) Q&A, book and CD signing follow performance; Doors at 5:00 Elaine 
Richardson’s one-woman show, “PHD to Ph.D.: How Education Saved My Life”  
Introduction of 3 partners: YWCA’s “Reading to End Racism,” Attention Homes, and Safehouse 































































































































































































Session C   (10:15-11:30)	
40	
	


































































































C7.  Centering Community Knowledges in Engagement Partnerships: From Joint 















































Session D  (1:00 – 2:15)	
44	
	
Session D Concurrent Panels (1:00 – 2:15) 
 
 
D1.  ROUNDTABLE: Decolonizing Rhetoric and Composition Studies: New Latinx Keywords 






























D3.  ROUNDTABLE: Community Writing as Cultural Entrepreneurship: Are 












































D6.  Assessing Consequences for Our Community Partner: Results from a Study of 
























































































D10.  Developing Critical, Reflexive Teacher-Scholar Stances That Resist Power in 



















DTT1: DEEPTHINK TANK: Anti-Racism, Intersectionality, and Critical Literacies: A 
Teach-In and Work-In 












































































W10   WORKSHOP: Exploring, Curating, and Creating: Using Digital Rhetorical Tools 












PERFORMANCE: “PHD to Ph.D.: How Education Saved My Life” 
Elaine Richardson’s One-woman Show, Q&A, book and CD signing follow 
performance (Glenn Miller Ballroom, 5:15-6:30; Doors at 5:00) 
 
Addicted to drugs, abusive controlling pimps, the 
streets, short stints in jail, the cycle of death that was 
her life, and on top of that, pregnant AGAIN.  It was 
the end. The only way out was death or prison, but 
that wasn’t her fate.  Instead, she went to school… 
and never stopped.  On her journey, she became 
empowered with knowledge of her culture and 
history. Today, Dr. Elaine Richardson shares her 
story of sexual exploitation and other forms of 
bondage to bring awareness to the plight of those 
entrapped in urban domestic human trafficking, and 
to promote healing and empowerment through 
education. 
 
This event is funded by the (IMPART) Implementation of 
Multicultural Perspectives and Approaches in Research 





























Coffee (8:00-8:30)                     Ballroom Foyer 
This coffee break is sponsored by the Colorado State University English Department.	
 
Session E Concurrent Panels (8:30-9:45) 
10 concurrent panels 
 
Session F Concurrent Panels (10:00-11:15) 
10 concurrent panels 
 
Awards Lunch and Keynote Address (11:15-12:45) 
Keynote Address: Ellen Cushman 
“Place and Relationships in Community Writing” 
 
Award for Outstanding College/Community Project in Community Writing  (presented by Allen Brizee) 
Award for Outstanding Book in Community Writing  (presented by Beverly Moss) 
Award for Distinguished Engaged Scholar in Community Writing  (presented by Eli Goldblatt) 
 
Session G Concurrent Panels (1:00-2:15) 
10 concurrent panels	
 
Session H Concurrent Panels (2:30-3:45) 
10 concurrent panels	
 
Coffee and Snack Break (3:45-4:00) 
“Why We Strive”: Full Conference Reflective Discussion and Action Steps through 
IMPROV PERFORMANCE 
(4:00-5:30) 








Session E  (8:30 – 9:45)	
52	
	
Session E Concurrent Panels (8:30 -9:45) 
 
 














E2.  Civic Engagement and Composition: Inquiry around Freedom, History, & 



























































E4.  Ethics, Narrative, and Ethnographic Research Methods in Community-Based, 













































E7.  Students Involved in Sustaining Their Arkansas (SISTA): Collaborative Writing to 











E10.    Meeting of the Community Literacy Journal staff  425 



































F3.  ROUNDTABLE: Service-Learning, Civic Engagement, and Black Subjectivities: The 


















 F5.  Digital Circulation and Community Writing: Expert, Novice, and 
WPA Network Theory 









F6.  Fostering Ecological Relationships: A Rhizomatic Snapshot of Local Language, 
























































































AWARDS LUNCH and KEYNOTE ADDRESS (11:15-12:45) 
 
Keynote: Ellen Cushman 
	
“Place and Relationships in Community Writing” 
	
The Cherokee word for school, ᏗᏕᎶᏆᏍᏗ 
(dideloquasdi), roughly translates to ‘the place where 
they learn.’ It illustrates two concepts key to the 
learning that unfolds in community writing projects: 
place and relationships. In this address, I’ll draw on a 
number of Cherokee precepts that help us understand 
how place and relationships factor centrally into 
community writing projects. Community writing as a 
discipline pays particularly close attention to relationships and place, or networks and 
ecologies, in efforts designed to help communities and students write themselves 
together. Where we learn together, I’ll argue, we create peoplehood and perseverance. 
  
Award for Outstanding College/Community Project in Community Writing (presented 
by Allen Brizee) 
Award for Outstanding Book in Community Writing  (presented by Beverly Moss) 























Session G Concurrent Panels (1:00-2:15) 
 
 











G2.  Ecologies of the Borderlands Studies Digital Archive Project: Using Digital 







































































































G8    Poetry Outreach for Veterans, Prisoners, and Students: Creating a Responsive 




























































Session H Concurrent Panel (2:30-3:45) 
 
 
























































































































































Coffee and Snack Break (3:45-4:00)    Glenn Miller Ballroom 
 
 
Why We Strive	(4:00-5:30)     Glenn Miller Ballroom 




Playback Theatre is founded upon the idea that stories shape our lives and build community. For nearly 
30 years, the professional actors and musicians of Playback Theatre West have used this form to facilitate 
both personal and community sharing, healing, and growth. Audience members share a story from their 
lives and professional improvisers turn them into art, on the spot.This unique and interactive not-to-be-
missed closing event will allow us to bring together participants from across the conference, to explore 
shared themes and forge connections between our work, our current/future challenges, and our shared 
visions.  Playback’s fluidly dynamic, embodied forms invite us to visualize more clearly the ways in 
which the dynamics behind our conference themes write themselves upon the world and affect us as 
whole persons and interrelating communities. 
 
In this facilitated closing plenary, conference participants will be invited to share moments or insights 
from the conference, our lives, and our individual and collective work – which will be “translated” into 


























































































































































































































































































































































































Community Writing as Community Listening: 
A Special Issue of the Community Literacy Journal to Celebrate the Second Biennial Conference on 
Community Writing 
 
Community writing depends on community listening, which we define as deep, direct engagement with individuals and groups 
working to address urgent issues in everyday life: issues anchored by long histories and complicated by competing interpretations 
as well as clashing modes of expression. This position is informed by many perspectives, starting with feminist scholars of rhetoric 
and composition/writing studies who value listening prominently (Royster, Ratcliffe, Royster and Kirsch). Our understanding of 
community listening is equally informed by Linda Flower’s work on rhetorical agency and rivaling, acts of interaction and reflection 
between people who do not always listen easily to one another or themselves. The idea of community listening is capacious and 
nuanced. It involves what Paul Feigenbaum calls a “listening stance,” and it resonates with Eli Goldblatt and Steve Parks’s reminder 
that none of us inhabits only one identity. Instead, when we do community writing work, when we enact community listening, we 
may be academics and activists, students and organizers, community members and leaders, and more. 
 
At the Conference on Community Writing in 2017, a primary example of community listening comes from the Highlander Research 
and Education Center. Throughout its 85-year history, Highlander has developed an educational model that is based on listening 
and the ways that listening can be turned toward change. Inspired by the pre-conference workshop with Highlander, we want to 
create an occasion for exploring their belief that “the problems facing society and the keys to grassroots power lie in the experiences 
of ordinary people” (Highlander). In that spirit, we invite proposals that reflect the listening engagements and challenges that arise 
in community-engaged work, from everyday exchanges between community partners (expressed through conversation, writing, 
and other formats) to long-standing projects and publications. 
 
Echoing Jacqueline Jones Royster, we are interested in contributions that explore questions of listening in community contexts. 
Namely: 
• When do we listen? 
• How do we listen? 
• How do we demonstrate that we honor and respect the person talking and what that person is saying, or what the person 
might say if we valued someone other than ourselves having a turn to speak? 
• How do we translate listening into language and action, into the creation of an appropriate response? (“When the First Voice 
You Hear Is Not Your Own” 38) 
That is to say, this issue of CLJ will call for work from CCW that studies listening as a community writing practice. Contributors 
should show how community listening can help us (either briefly or over time) confront power relations, cross locations and 
situations, and attend to failures, successes, or ongoing conundrums. All conference participants are welcome to submit 500-word 
proposals for academic articles or alternative genres and formats (2500-8000 words or the equivalent). All conference participants 
are also welcome to submit one or more original, high quality images to be considered for cover art. Please contact us with ideas 
and questions. We look forward to receiving proposals via email between the close of the conference and November 6th. 




Timeline for Submissions & Publication 
Proposals Due: November 6, 2017 
Invitation to authors: November 20, 2017 
Article drafts due: February 9, 2018 
Revision requests to authors: April 16, 2018 
























































































Immerse yourself in the theory and 
practice of community-engaged 
learning and research. Join us to 
learn how to design and deliver 
community-based courses with 
faculty and community experts. 
Address a range of social concerns 
and reflective practices. 
Contact: Connie Snyder Mick cmick@nd.edu
Deadline: January 29, 2018







MA in Rhetoric and Composition 
The University of Wyoming's Master of Arts in English offers graduate students diverse gateways into English studies, 
broadly conceived, with a concentration in either rhetoric and composition or literary studies. All full-time students 
admitted to the program receive a teaching stipend, insurance, full tuition, and state of the art professional mentoring, and 
our flexible course offerings and innovative thesis options help place graduates in top doctoral programs and public 
humanities and professional positions across the country. Our rhetoric and composition faculty publish in writing program 
administration, genre theory, technical and professional communication, feminist and cultural rhetorics, Burkean rhetoric, 
the digital humanities, and more. 
Rhetoric and Composition Graduate Faculty 
Kelly Kinney, Ph.D.  Michael Knievel, Ph.D.            Nancy Small, Ph.D.       Jason Thompson, Ph.D. 
Rhetoric & Composition  Technical Communication & Rhetoric    Technical Communication & Rhetoric    Rhetoric, Composition, & the  
           Teaching of English 
Ohio University  Texas Tech University               Texas Tech University   University of Arizona 
 
Graduate Assistant Mentoring Faculty 
Rick Fisher, M.A.  Allison Gernant, M.A. Peter Parolin, Ph.D.  Joyce Stewart, M.A.  
Rhetoric & Composition   Rhetoric & Composition   English Studies   English Studies 
University of Wyoming  University of Wyoming   University of Pennsylvania  Creighton University 
Study cutting edge scholarship, create some of your own, and enjoy the beauty of the Rocky Mountain West. UW is in 
Laramie, Wyoming, which is nestled between two stunning mountain ranges, a short drive to Denver, and just minutes 
away from world-class hiking, skiing, rock climbing, mountain biking, and snowshoeing. Because of its amazing 
recreation, low cost of living, and lively and historic downtown district, Laramie was recently named the Best Small 
College Town in America. We call it “Laradise.” Come see why. 
For more information, visit our website 
http://www.uwyo.edu/english/master-of-arts/ 
or contact  
Michael Edson <medson@uwyo.edu>, Graduate Director  
Kelly Kinney <kkinney3@uwyo.edu>, Department Chair 




Dining, Libations, and Things to Do 
Boulder is a vibrant and exciting city. See information on dining and shopping at 
http://www.boulderdowntown.com/ 
and hiking trails at: http://www.ci.boulder.co.us/openspace/ 
For more specific information, the Program for Writing & Rhetoric volunteers stationed throughout the 
conference are eager to offer answers to any of your questions. 
Public Transit 
Regional Transportation District bus information: https://bouldercolorado.gov/goboulder/bus 
The Millennium Harvest House Hotel (conference hotel) 
1345 28th Street, Boulder CO 80302 
Phone: 800-545-6285 
University Memorial Center (conference venue) 
1669 Euclid Avenue (corner of Broadway and Euclid Avenue) 
Boulder, Colorado 80309 
(303) 492-6161
The Program for Writing & Rhetoric 
University of Colorado Boulder 
campus location: Environmental Design, Room 1B60 
   mailing address: 317 UCB Boulder, CO 80309 
Emergencies 
In case of medical or other serious emergencies, dial 911. In case of other emergencies, call the University 
Police (303-492-6666). 
  Health 
The Boulder Community Hospital (720-854-7000), located at 1100 Balsam (North Broadway & Balsam) 
in Boulder, and Boulder Medical Center (303-440-3200), located at 4747 Arapahoe Rd in Boulder, are 
available for serious medical attention. 
For other urgent care and minor injuries or illnesses, the Wardenburg Student Health Center (303-
492-5101), on campus, is available to conference participants. Wardenburg hours are 8:00am-
17:00pm, Monday-Friday. Wardenburg is closed on Saturday and Sunday.
  Taxis 














9:20AM	 	 	 Millennium	Hotel	to	Kittredge	Central	













4:15PM	 	 	 UMC	to	Millennium	Hotel	
4:45PM	 	 	 UMC	to	Millennium	Hotel	
	 5:30PM	 	 	 UMC	to	Millennium	Hotel	
	 6:00PM	 	 	 UMC	to	Millennium	Hotel	
	 6:30PM	 	 	 UMC	to	Millennium	Hotel	
	 7:00PM	 	 	 UMC	to	Millennium	Hotel	









4:45PM	 	 	 UMC	to	Millennium	Hotel	
	 5:15PM	 	 	 UMC	to	Millennium	Hotel	
	 5:45PM	 	 	 UMC	to	Millennium	Hotel	
	 6:15PM	 	 	 UMC	to	Millennium	Hotel	
	 6:40PM	 	 	 UMC	to	Millennium	Hotel	
7:00PM	 	 	 UMC	to	Millennium	Hotel	
	 7:20PM	 	 	 UMC	to	Millennium	Hotel	



















The Program for Writing and Rhetoric (PWR) at the University of Colorado Boulder is an active 
community of teachers and scholars committed to making writing central to undergraduate education. 
We train students to think critically about reading and guide them to produce writing that effectively 
shapes and expresses ideas in any context—academic, civic, professional, or personal. 
 
Teaching over 7,000 undergraduate students each year, the PWR is an autonomous unit in the College of 
Arts and Sciences and is responsible for campus-wide instruction in writing. The program coordinates 
and oversees all writing curricula and instruction intended to meet college and campus core requirements, 
including writing courses in specific disciplines and in targeted campus programs, such as CU’s 
Residential Academic Programs. 
 
Many of our faculty are actively involved within the program, across the campus, and in the Boulder 
community in innovative curriculum development that enhances the teaching of writing.  In 2013, the 
PWR was awarded the Writing Program Certificate of Excellence, a national award conferred by the 
Conference on College Composition and Communication (CCCC), the world’s largest professional 
organization for researching and teaching composition.  In 2016, PWR was selected for Campus 
Compact of the Mountain West’s Engaged Department Award. 
 
